
The RoAF Prayer Meeting normally takes place at 8 pm on the second Tuesday of 
each month; the actual venue can vary so please contact one of the RoAF team for 
confirmation. However, you don’t need to be in Horley - just remember to pause 
and pray wherever you are at that time (or, indeed, at any other time).   

Below and overleaf we offer some prayer pointers, but please feel free to add your 
own items as they come to mind.  Prayer is our connection with God’s ultimate 
power source and, without prayer support, this work would achieve nothing. 
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Give thanks ... 
1. The continuing provision of clothing, food and finance, from both regular and 
unexpected sources. 

2.  For the interest and support of those planning to visit Dorohoi during the next 
few months. 

3.  For the donation of materials and funding for the construction of a new house 
for a needy family. Pray for the team that will be going to Dorohoi to build the 
house later this month.  

4. For 300 gift boxes already prepared and awaiting transport from south Wales. 

Please pray ... 
1. For wisdom for timing in the dispatch of lorries during the next few months. 
Stock levels and finance in the UK must be balanced against the needs in 
Romania, and the autumn of each year is when this balance is at its most delicate. 

2. The start of the new school term is the trigger for the promotion of the Joy in a 
Box Christmas gift box scheme.  The gift boxes are highly valued by their 
recipients but there are many organisations completing for the donors’ attention. 

3. RoAF’s activities in Horley are based at Horley Baptist Church. The Church is 
preparing to construct new premises and RoAF needs to make arrangements for 
the transition period. 

4. Additional help is required at each of our collection centres - pray for new 
people to become actively involved in the packing and loading processes.  
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Give thanks ... 
1. Dana and Cristi have a young family and plenty of washing, but they had no 
reliable water supply. Funding has been provided to dig a well for them and they 
will no longer have to depend on a rainwater butt for washing. 

2. Valeria Acrudoaie has cared for her paralysed husband for 28 years; he can 
communicate only by eye movement. She needs to make some repairs to their 
house, and AN was able to make up the shortfall in the money that she had saved. 
Please pray ... 
1. Preparations for the coming winter have started and bring an increased level of 
activity for AN staff.  Pray for health, strength and enthusiasm for the team. 

2.The start of the new school year brings hope for the future but many schools 
suffer with poor facilities and inadequate resources. 

Romania’s commercial farmers have reported bumper crops this year.  Although 
much of this will go for the export markets, there should be a fall in the local 
market prices.  In addition, the goverment is experimenting with a lower level of 
VAT on bread, which should also lead to lower consumer prices.  However, other 
prices including fuel have risen and the forecast of a hard winter does not bode 
well for those with a low, or no, income. 


